Touch and Pen Support

Why a pen is an important tool for modern users
# Benefits of using a pen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduced Cost</th>
<th>Lower Risks</th>
<th>Minimized Errors</th>
<th>Saved Time</th>
<th>Improved Relationships</th>
<th>Natural Writing Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ▪ No more cost for paper, postage and filing  
▪ No more printing and filing, leads to less needed office space for that  
▪ More efficient digital workflows | ▪ Electronic signatures are legally binding  
▪ Improved security and compliance with audit trails and electronic records | ▪ Less manual steps  
▪ Mitigation of the risk of human error  
▪ Easy correction if an error happen | ▪ Faster document return time due to a simpler way to sign them  
▪ Gaining activity insights of every stage of signature collection | ▪ Better experience for customers, employees and suppliers due to simplified workflows | ▪ Thanks to writing, sketching and drawing directly on your medium, using a digital pen feels as natural as working with classic pen and ink |
Use cases

**Signing**

Do you work in **Sales, HR, Insurance or Finance**? Or you want to digitize your **patient files, packing lists** and much more?  
- Just use your Fujitsu Tablet with pen support to sign your documents easily or authenticate your digital files.

**Drawing**

You are a **craftsman, designer, student** or an **architect**?  
- It wasn’t easier before to tag or highlight information on existing (technical) documents or tick off check lists.  
- You can take your Fujitsu Tablet with pen support, be creative or draw your spontaneous sketches easily.

**Writing**

Do you just quickly want to make some **notes** or write down your new **novel** digitally with a **natural writing experience**?  
- You can do everything digitally on your Fujitsu Tablet with the help of its pen.
Paperless offices?

... of employees have the opportunity to use eSsignatures.

Less than 15% 

... of all printings are caused by the need of signing a document.

More than 50% 

... of all signatures still happen with classical pen and ink.

65% 

The average wasted time by every employee is 4 hours per week for printing, scanning and signing documents.*

*“Nitro Knowledge Worker Study”, November 2017
https://www.gonitro.com/nps/paper-reduction
Fujitsu Tablet PCs with pen support

Take care of your pen and always be prepared!
All current Fujitsu Tablet PCs come with pen support and an integrated pen garage.

Find the right device for you!

LIFEBOOK U9312X
- AES Pen
- inductive charging
- pen garage

STYLISTIC Q7312
- AES Pen
- inductive charging
- pen garage

STYLISTIC Q5010
- EMR Pen
- pen garage

Example: STYLISTIC Q5010 Stylus Pen

More Information about our Products: www.fujitsu.com/STYLISTIC